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Soliform
We are Soliform, a company specialized in 
offering both interior and exterior solutions out 
of Corian® Solid Surface and we guarantee 
perfection in each detail, thanks to 20 years of 
know how.  
We provide a full service experience to our 
customers through the process of work, which 
includes a complete package of:

· Precise budgeting 
· Fabrication
· Design & Product development
· Delivery & Installation 
· Project management 
· 10 year warranty 

In Soliform we embrace the challenges and 
welcome the bold and innovative concepts of 
architects and designers. We believe that their 
creativity moves the world to progress.

Corian® Solid Surface 
Long-lasting, durable and elegant, Corian® 
Solid Surface by DuPont material has a three-
dimensional formability liberating inventive and 
artistic minds for 50 years. 
Corian® Solid Surface finds application in 
interior fit-out as well as in exterior ventilated 

rain screen façade. 
Corian® Solid Surface is a superior performance 
solution for surfacing application in variety of 
commercial buildings – such as Hospitality, 
Education, Healthcare, Retail, Offices and Food 
Service – as well as in the Residential market.

Features and Benefits of Corian® Solid Surface: 

· Durable
· Easy to clean
· Non-porous 
· Repairable
· Seamless
· Thermoformable



Bathroom Design 
No matter how spacious or compact your bathroom, with 
Corian® Solid Surface we can enhance a refined elegance 
and seductive touch to the space. 
A cleanly shaped edge gives a sense of balance to your 
favorite design, or flowing shape that meets no limits thanks 
to the thermoforming features of the material. 
Durable and non-porous, Corian® Solid Surface is as easy 
to maintain as it is easy on the eye. 



Kitchen Design
Soliform creates work surfaces that flow seamlessly into 
sinks and backsplashes. The design versatility of Corian® 
Solid Surface allows for a variety of intelligent solutions that 
are well situated in the interior spaces. 
Corian® Solid Surface offers both aesthetical and practical 
benefits: a material that is streamlined and easy-to-clean



Interior Fit-out
Details make the difference and Soliform is the perfect partner to create a one-of-a-kind space. 
We have experience in interior fit-out projects in a variety of buildings – Offices, Healthcare, 
Education and Residences.  
Using Corian® Solid Surface, we design our products to last. After years of wear, a simple re-
sanding will restore the material’s original finish and beauty to make it feel brand new. 



Exterior Cladding 

We transform ideas and inspiration of architects 
and entrepreneurs into innovative, functional and 
beautiful façades. 
With Corian® Solid Surface we enable monolithic 
design, unique patterns and lighting effects 
uncommon in standard façade materials. 
The exterior cladding that Soliform offers with 
Corian® Solid Surface demonstrates strength and 
purity, reliability and performance. 
But above all, it is its inspiration – a maverick that 
can transform any space. 



B73
B73 is a luxury residential building, located 
in one of the most attractive places in 
Sofia, Bulgaria – 73 James Bourchier Blvd, 
giving the name of the building. The desire 
of the client was to create an innovative, 
memorable building, where design and 
function work simultaneously. The idea is to 
lay out a building with a lack of compromises 
in the quality of the used materials and 
technologies.

The building is wrapped with 920m2 of 
Corian® Solid Surface ventilated rain screen 
façade panels mechanically fixed to a 
substructure fixed to the external wall. 

The three-dimensional shapes of the cladding 
panels are only possible with Corian® Solid 
Surface, thanks to its thermoforming abilities, 
having optimal number of visible joints, which 
contributes to resembling the concept design 
idea of the architect.  



Advance Business Center 
Advance Business Center incorporates cutting-edge architectural 
design and innovative engineering in order to create an inspiring 
work environment that boosts productivity, well-being and 
creativity.
The result - a high-end office development capable of addressing 
every requirement of corporate occupancy.
Soliform delivers 130 linear meters of bathroom tops with 
integrated sinks all of Corian® Solid Surface, giving the space a 
modern and clean look. 
As being non-porous Corian® Solid Surface is a very appropriate 
material for such types of interior fit-our application and it is very 
easy to clean and maintain its original look. 



Novotel Leicester, UK 
The hotel site is located opposite the Highcross 
shopping center. It is scheduled to open in 2019, 
alongside new office buildings, the restoration of 
the former Leicester Central railway station and 
a new public area to be known as Great Central 
Square. 
The project includes 150 rooms, for which 
Soliform supplies furniture details from Corian® 
Solid Surface. 

Novotel has their custom colour of Corian® Solid 
Surface, which gives their interiors a unique look. 
Corian® Solid Surface is easy to maintain and 
renewable after years of wear, something very 
significant for a building in the hospitality industry.




